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Discover How to Pursue and Maintain Polyamorous Relationships! + FREE BONUS BOOK!!!Before

you read any further, answer these simple questions:Have you finally grown tired of serial

monogamy?â€‹Do you ever wonder if there is any other way to have a more varied, fulfilling love

life?Have you been pondering the idea of openly and honestly developing relationships with more

than one partner, but are worried about what others may think?If you answered "yes" to at least one

of the above questions, then this book is just what you need to get informed, grow confident, and

take the steps necessary to get exactly what you want out of some of your most important

relationships!Polyamory Revealed: The Practical Dater's Guide to the Pursuit and Maintenance of

Open Relationships was written with curious, open-minded, free-spirited individuals like you in

mind.In between these pages, you will veer beyond the taboo surrounding plural partnerships and

gain a deeper understanding of what poly love is really all about.You will learn about the different

models of polyamorous love and the important poly lingo that every beginner should know.You will

discover the best ways to handle jealousy, insecurity, and all of the other problems encountered by

poly folk. Because after all, free love does not equal carelessness!But that's not all! You'll also

receive answers to these burning questions:How is polyamory different from cheating?What are the

benefits of being in a polyamorous relationship?What are the most important rules to follow when

engaging in polyamorous relationships?And much, much more!So what are you waiting for? Take

action, not now, but right now, and download this exciting roadmap to polyamorous dating

today!Tags: Polyamory, Polyamorous, Relationship, Dating, Poly Relationship, Open Relationships,

Polyamory Dating
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Although this is 'touchy' subject, this book deals with polyamory in a very relatable way. I have been

monogamous all my life, however I have always considered the alternatives. I think we, as humans,

all have different needs - there isn't a one size fits all solution for relationships and this clearly

addresses this. If I felt like this was something I wanted to pursue, this guide outlines plenty of

practical and actionable steps you can take to explore. Highly recommended if polyamory is

something that has been on your mind!

In every page of this book you can learn new things about relationships. If you want to find more

about different kind of relationship, and find many interesting things, you will have an interest in this

book. This book describes real situations that are happening. But, in this book, you have much more

than that; you can find more about different relationship. So if you want to find more about open

relationships and much more, read this book and find out more interesting things.

Very insightful take on this ever-controversial topic! I first of all congratulate the author for putting

the book out there - going against the grain of 99% of people is something we need more of it. I also

thoroughly enjoyed the book. It is a short and concise read that introduces us not only to polyamory

- but also away from the age-old monogamy that we know so well. It offers great arguments in favor

of pylamory - and a plethora of new vocabulary!. It has great insights on how to deal with jealousy or

insecurity, elements I am sure most people will identify with if they ever have thought of going into

polyamory. In short, it's a book I would highly recommend for the modern couples of the 21st

century.

This read like a college paper...informative but lacked substance and depth. Nothing other books



like The Ethical Slut have already covered in depth. I was hoping for more on poly dating for the

single person. How to introduce yourself as "polyamorous" but single.

I was always at loss when it came to this topic .How partners adjusted and kept the 'Secret". But this

book describes in detail all that goes into the relationship and how to maintain it. A very touchy

subject but it has been very deftly dealt with by the author. If I come across who need help on this

topic , I will recommend this book.

Good book and very informational, however it never did come with the bonus free book as it says in

details. Good read for your partner!

Accessible writing.

This was a really good book, and even though I have a pretty good working knowledge of poly, this

book added to my understanding. It was very straight forward and well worth it.
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